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Deformation resulting from thermally activated plastic slip is modeled in Mg2SiO4 ringwoodite at 20 GPa
for a wide range of temperatures. The model relies on the structures of the rate controlling 1=2h110i
screw dislocations which have been modeled using the Peierls–Nabarro–Galerkin method. These calcu-
lations are parametrized by density functional theory calculations of c-surfaces of the f001g; f110g
and f111g planes. At finite temperatures, dislocation mobility is controlled by kink-pair nucleation on
the thermally activated 1=4h110i partial screw dislocations as they occur in ringwoodite. Single slip
critical resolved shear stresses (CRSS) corresponding to this mechanism are deduced from Orowan’s equa-
tion. The results are found to be in reasonably good agreement with experimental data at 20 GPa which
show high effective flow stresses under laboratory conditions. Finally, the CRSS’s are calculated for typical
mantle strain rates of _ ¼ 1016 s1 at appropriate temperatures expected in the lower transition zone.
Results show that dislocation glide remains difficult and that lattice friction is not yet negligible in
ringwoodite under natural conditions.
 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Heat from the Earth’s interior is for a large part transferred to
the surface by solid-state convection within the Earth’s mantle.
Convective flow is controlled by viscosity that varies with depth
as a function of crystal chemistry, pressure and temperature.
Quantification of the plastic deformation of the main minerals that
constitute the Earth’s mantle is a major aim as it is the fundamen-
tal mechanism underlying mantle viscosity. So far, there is ample
evidence, that mass transfer affects the whole convective mantle.
However, seismic tomography also shows evidence that some
plates tend to stagnate just above or within the transition zone.
The viscosity profile across the transition zone is thus an important
keystone in mantle convection (Richards and Hager, 1988; van der
Hilst et al., 1991; Davies, 1995; Forte and Mitrovica, 1996; Bunge
et al., 1996; Bunge et al., 1997; Grand et al., 1997; Fukao et al.,
2001; Kárason and van der Hilst, 2000; Karato et al., 2001;
Mitrovica and Forte, 2004). Therefore it is important to get insight
into the rheological behaviour of the transition zone minerals.
Solid-state flow in the lowermost part of the mantle transition
zone (between 520 km and 660 km depth), is determined by
the rheological properties of its primary constituent phase(Mg,Fe)2SiO4 ringwoodite, a high pressure polymorph of olivine.
Deformation experiments have been developed to investigate the
plasticity of ringwoodite (Meade and Jeanloz, 1990; Chen et al.,
1998; Karato et al., 1998; Cordier and Rubie, 2001; Kavner and
Duffy, 2001; Thurel, 2001; Yamazaki and Karato, 2001; Cordier
et al., 2002; Cordier, 2002; Wang et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2003;
Wenk et al., 2004; Nishiyama et al., 2005; Wenk et al., 2005;
Kawazoe et al., 2010; Hustoft et al., 2013; Miyagi et al., 2014).
Although considerable progress in deformation techniques have
been achieved over the last twenty years, it still remains difficult
to conduct experimental deformation at high pressure (20 GPa)
and high temperature (1800 K) conditions of the lowermost tran-
sition zone. Furthermore, to describe deformation under natural
conditions, the constitutive equations obtained from mechanical
data of high-(P, T) experiments at typical laboratory strain rates
of 105 s1 need to be extrapolated to extremely low strain rate
conditions (1016 s1).
Computational mineral physics however provides an alterna-
tive approach to study plastic deformation of the high pressure
phases of the Earth’s interior (Amodeo et al., 2011; Amodeo
et al., 2012; Cordier et al., 2012). In the present study, we focus
on intracrystalline plasticity of Mg2SiO4 ringwoodite at 20 GPa.
The aim is to determine the glide mobility of dislocations as a func-
tion of stress and temperature.
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due to the face-centered cubic packing of the oxygen sublattice.
Previous studies (Karato et al., 1998; Thurel, 2001; Carrez et al.,
2006) suggest that the three main slip systems are
1=2h110if110g; 1=2h110if111g and 1=2h110if001g. They
involve dislocations dissociated into two collinear partials, accord-
ing to the Burgers vector reaction: 1=2h110i ! 1=4h110iþ
1=4h110i.
Our modeling approach is based on the glide mobility of dislo-
cations controlled by lattice friction. This is the case below a criti-
cal temperature (commonly referred to as the athermal
temperature), when the CRSS is temperature dependent. A disloca-
tion can overcome its intrinsic lattice resistance by stress-assisted
thermally-activated processes. This determines the behavior of dis-
locations below the athermal temperature. The kinematics of this
mechanism depend strongly on the specific atomic arrangements
that build the dislocation cores. The core structure of dislocations
is calculated using the Peierls–Nabarro–Galerkin (PNG) method, a
generalization of the Peierls–Nabarro (PN) model (Peierls, 1940;
Nabarro, 1947). These calculations rely on first principles
simulations of generalized stacking fault surfaces (hereafter called
c-surfaces) of the potential slip planes. This allows to address accu-
rately the effect of pressure on atomic bonding. Lattice friction
experienced by dislocations on each slip system is then calculated
and shown by the Peierls potential and its derivative, the Peierls
stress. The glide mobility results from thermally-activated motion
of dislocations over the Peierls barriers by nucleation and propaga-
tion of unstable kink-pairs. This can be described through an
elastic interaction model, initially proposed by Koizumi et al.
(1993) and applied by Carrez et al. (2009) and Amodeo et al.
(2011) on MgO. In both cases, the elastic interaction model was
applied to undissociated dislocations. In the present work, this
approach is extended to dissociated dislocations as they occur in
ringwoodite. Therefore, kink-pair nucleation must be handled on
two partial dislocations. Dislocation mobilities are finally deter-
mined from the stress dependence on the nucleation rate of
kink-pairs. The collective behavior of dislocations is obtained by
using Orowan’s equation. It allows to link the macroscopic strain
rate to the plastic flow through the dislocation mobility. The criti-
cal resolved shear stress (CRSS) as a function of temperature can be
obtained by solving Orowan’s equation for any given strain rate.
This will be compared to recent data of experimentally deformed
ringwoodite. The results enable us to address the role of lattice fric-
tion on dislocation mobility in ringwoodite under pressure and
temperature conditions of the lower transition zone.2. Methods and models
Our numerical multiscale model relies on multiphysics operat-
ing at different scales in space and time. In this section we present
the three main steps of the model.
First we describe the calculation of c-surfaces. They map the
energy landscape corresponding to an excess energy per unit area
due to a discontinuous shear in the crystal structure along a given
(slip) plane. This is a key stage of the model where the influence of
pressure is accurately taken into account. Hence, calculations are
performed based on first-principles to explicitly incorporate
the pressure-induced changes in the electronic structure. The
c-surfaces provide an efficient tool to search for the lowest energy
shear paths. As such, they form the key ingredient for modeling
dislocation cores with the PNG-method, described in the second
part. This yields the core structure of dislocations for which their
lattice friction is quantified by the Peierls stress using the PN
model. The third section describes the thermally-activated mecha-
nism by which a dislocation line overcomes its lattice friction. Anelastic interaction model is presented which allows to calculate
the critical configuration that triggers an elementary displacement
of the dislocation. This allows to obtain the critical enthalpy asso-
ciated to a critical dislocation bow-out by the extremum of the cor-
responding total energy variation. Finally, the mobility of
dislocations will be established by the above results.2.1. First-principles calculations of c-surfaces
c-Surfaces have been calculated for the three potential
f110g; f111g and f001g slip planes using ab initio methods. All
calculations are performed at 20 GPa.
Following previous work (Carrez et al., 2006), c-surfaces are cal-
culated by making use of supercell constructions based on the
primitive unit cell of ringwoodite. Calculations of c-surfaces are
performed with the VASP code (Kresse and Hafner, 1993; Kresse
and Furthmüller, 1994) which relies on density functional theory
(DFT). We use the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and
ultrasoft pseudopotentials (Vanderbilt, 1990; Kresse and Hafner,
1994). The outermost core radii for the Mg, Si and O atoms are
set to 1.058, 0.953 and 0.820 Å respectively. The first Brillouin-
zone has been sampled using the Monkhorst–Pack grid
(Monkhorst and Pack, 1976) adapted for each different supercell
to obtain full energy convergence with an electronic density that
is expanded on a plane wave basis set with a single energy cut-
off value of 600 eV to impose a convergence better than
4 105 eV per atom for the total energy. Relaxation of the perfect
crystal structure at 20 GPa leads to a lattice parameter
a ¼ 7:879 Å and athermal elastic constants (stiffness tensor) of
C11 ¼ 415 GPa, C12 ¼ 160 GPa and C44 ¼ 143 GPa which are in
agreement with previous work (Kiefer et al., 1997; Sinogeikin
et al., 2001; Carrez et al., 2006).
To calculate the c-surfaces, three supercells were built in a
Cartesian frame of reference for each potential slip plane defined
by its normal and shear directions. The supercells are shown in
the supplementary section. All atoms, except those located near
the external boundary layers were allowed to relax perpendicular
to the shear plane in order to minimize the energy of the c-
surfaces. Up to 16 atomic layers (depending on the supercell geom-
etry) are used to avoid effects of polarization on the total energy
due to the creation of a field as a result of possibly charged sur-
faces. An extra vacuum buffer of 6 Å is added in the direction nor-
mal to the slip plane to ensure the lack of interaction between
stacking fault replicas as a result of the use of periodic boundary
conditions. Finally, the stacking fault level in each of the three
supercells is chosen in such a way to avoid a cut of the strong SiAO
bonds (Carrez et al., 2006).2.2. PNG-model: Dislocation core structures and lattice friction
In this study we focus on the 1=2h110i screw and edge disloca-
tions spreading in the following families of planes: f110g; f111g
and f001g. First, dislocation core spreading and the resulting core
structures are calculated by using the finite-element based PNG
method (Denoual, 2007). In the second part, these dislocation
structures (disregistries) are used to quantify the lattice friction
with the PN model.
Using the PNGmodel allows for the introductionofmultiple glide
planes sharing a common Burgers vector direction as illustrated in
Fig. 1. The final dislocation structures arise by minimization of the
total energy of the system. This is composed out of the elastic energy
and the interplanar potential, mimicking all the inelastic forces act-
ing across the glide planes. The latter is described by the c-surfaces
since the gradient of the energy landscapes capture the inelastic
restoring forces. These forces correspond to all possiblemismatches
Fig. 1. Illustration of the mesh in the PNG-model: position of the c-surfaces (solid
lines) correspond to the location of the glide planes imposed on the actual crystal
structure of Mg2SiO4 ringwoodite (yellow, red and blue atoms reflect the Mg, O and
Si respectively). True unitcells shown by the dashed rectangular contours have been
used to construct the simulation cell with orientations along ½110; ½110 and ½001
directions. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
1 The subscript ‘‘u” refers to uncorrelated nucleation of a kink-pair on the partial
dislocation lines, whereas the subscript ‘‘c” refers to correlated nucleation processes
occurring coherently at both partials. These subscripts will be used in the same
manner throughout the rest of the paper.
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cation structure and its associated lattice friction thus comes in by
the introduction of the c-surfaces into the PNG model on one hand
and through the elastic moduli on the other hand.
The Peierls potential and the maximum of its derivative, the
Peierls stress quantify the lattice friction. This is calculated using
the PN model parametrized by the dislocation core structures
obtained with the PNG method. In the PN model, the crystal is con-
sidered to be separated into two elastic half crystals, one above
(atomic planes A) and one below (atomic planes B) the glide plane.
Lattice discretization of the crystal has to be introduced into the
model since the material is initially considered to be an elastic
continuum. The shortest lattice periodicity a0 in the direction of dis-
location motion within the glide plane determines the periodicity
of the Peierls potential Vp. This potential can be obtained by sum-
ming the misfit and elastic strain energy betweenm pairs of crystal
plains, normal to the glide plane, by moving the dislocation struc-
ture rigidly through the crystal by a0:
Vp¼
Xþ1
m¼1
cðumÞa0 þ12a
0 Xþ1
m¼1
@c
@um
umð Þ
 a
uamþ
Xþ1
m¼1
@c
@um
umð Þ
 b
ubm
( )
ð1Þ
where c is defined as the misfit interaction energy per unit area and
where @c=@um corresponds to the elastic strain energy. Finally,
um ¼ uam  ubm refers to the relative displacement between twomisfit
half planes a (belonging to the upper crystal half A) and b (belonging
to the lower crystal half B) at position m (Peierls, 1940; Nabarro,
1947; Wang, 2006). We want to mention that um is equivalent to
the disregistry which displays the dislocation core structure as a
continuous distribution of shear across the glide plane.
2.3. Kink-pair nucleation on dissociated dislocations
Dislocation glide at finite temperatures results from thermally-
activated motion of dislocations (Seeger and Schiller, 1962; Dorn
and Rajnak, 1964; Guyot and Dorn, 1967; Celli et al., 1963; Hirth
and Lothe, 1982; Koizumi et al., 1993; Koizumi et al., 1994). In high
lattice friction materials, the glide mobility is controlled by the
nucleation and propagation of unstable kink-pairs over the Peierls
barrier assisted by the resolved shear stress (Kubin, 2013). The rateof kink-pair formation is governed by the generalized free enthalpy
variation DH required to nucleate a bulge from the initial disloca-
tion line bowing out over the Peierls potential.
The elastic interaction model (Koizumi et al., 1993) is used to
calculate the energy of the saddle point DHcrit of DH with respect
to the kink-pair geometry. The height of the saddle point of the
energy surface DH is dependent on the applied resolved shear
stress s. For low and intermediate s, the kink-pair width is much
larger than the spread of the kink shape along the dislocation line.
In that case, a kink-pair can be assumed to have a rectangular
geometry (Koizumi et al., 1994). Therefore, the model is based on
the assumption that at low stresses, a metastable rectangular
kink-pair bow-out exhibits a critical height hcrit displacing a critical
line width wcrit on a dislocation segment. The change in energy
between a straight and a kinked dislocation has to be calculated
to describe the nucleation process. This is not as trivial for dissoci-
ated dislocations, as a kink-pair needs to be formed on both par-
tials in order to move the complete dislocation (see Fig. 2).
However, this can occur in several different ways (Möller, 1978;
Mitchell et al., 2003). Two kink-pairs may nucleate simultaneously
in such a way that they coincide along both partials (this is the so-
called ‘‘correlated” nucleation). On the other hand, one kink-pair
can first nucleate independently on the leading or on the trailing
partial and only then on the second partial (hereafter called
‘‘uncorrelated” nucleation). See supplementary section for further
description. The variation in enthalpy DH related to those
processes can be described as follows
DH ¼ DEelastic þ ciDPp þ DWsf þ ciWp ð2Þ
where
DEelastic ¼ DEn1 þ DEn2 þ DEn1 ;n2 ð3Þ
Here, DEelastic is equal to the change in elastic energy between two
consecutive dislocation configurations, with DEnn corresponding to
the change in elastic energy of partial nn and DEn1 ;n2 equal to the
change in elastic interaction energy between the two partial dislo-
cation lines. DWsf is equal to the change in stacking fault energy
chw, where c is equal to the equilibrium stacking fault energy.
The plastic work DWp performed by the resolved shear stress s on
one partial is sbphw and DPp is the change in Peierls energy due
to kink-pair formation on a partial. Therefore ci ¼ cu ¼ 1 for uncor-
related and ci ¼ cc ¼ 2 for correlated kink-pair nucleation.1
All variations in the elastic energy DEelastic (Eq. (3)) are calcu-
lated considering piecewise straight line segments within an iso-
tropic elastic continuum by using the coplanar elastic interaction
formalism formulated by Hirth and Lothe (1982). The overall vari-
ation in elastic energy DEnn (Eq. (3)) between two consecutive dis-
location configurations divided into segments, is given by the total
change in elastic interaction energy and the change in self-energy
of the line(s). These functions (see supplementary section) depend
on the heights of and the widths between kink-pairs, but also on
the change in absolute self energy of the partial dislocations due
to the creation of new line segments (see Fig. 2). The latter is
expressed in a fixed cut-off radius q (Hirth and Lothe, 1982;
Koizumi et al., 1993).
The formation of a kink-pair on one partial leads as well to a
variation in the Peierls energy dependent on the Peierls potential
Vp (Eq. (2)). The applied resolved shear stress s will rigidly force
the dislocation into a new quasi-equilibrium position x0 within
the crystal lattice:
Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of kink-pair nucleation on collinear dissociated dislocations with equilibrium stacking fault width d. At low stress s, coherently correlated
nucleation of kink-pairs at both partials drives the dislocation mobility. The work done by the applied stress at sP sc (critical stress) is large enough to overcome the energy
required to change the stacking fault width d to allow the less energetically successive independent nucleation of kink-pairs on the partials to drive the dislocation mobility
(uncorrelated nucleation process).
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Z x0þh
x0
Vpdxþw2 Vp x0 þ hð Þ  Vp x0ð Þ
  ð4Þ
The underlying assumption is that each equivalent partial dislo-
cation has to overcome half of the complete Peierls potential Vp
(Eq. (1)). The first part on the right hand side of Eq. (4) describes
the energy associated to kinks crossing the potential whereas the
second term accounts for the energy related to the position of
the nucleated line segment w in the crystal.
For a given stress s, the critical nucleation enthalpy DHcrit as a
function of the critical kink-pair geometry, hcrit and wcrit , can be
found as the saddle point configuration of the respective total
enthalpy variation DH.
This makes it possible to calculate the critical nucleation
enthalpy of kink-pair formation DHcrit for both correlated as well
as for the two uncorrelated nucleation mechanisms. Both uncorre-
lated nucleation mechanisms involve two unit steps (see supple-
mentary section). Uncorrelated nucleation requires a change in
stacking fault width d which increases the absolute energy of the
Peierls valley after the first nucleation step with respect to the
original valley. This means that no saddle point exists for s < sc
(critical stress), regarding independent nucleation of kink-pairs
on the partials (Möller, 1978; Takeuchi, 1995; Mitchell et al.,
2003). However, the stacking fault width is maintained in case of
correlated kink-pair nucleation so that this process is possible at
all stresses. It however becomes less favorable for sP sc due to
the larger nucleation enthalpy compared to the uncorrelated pro-
cesses as can be seen in Eq. (2).3. Results
The complete c-surface calculations for the f001g; f110g and
f111g slip planes are given in Fig. 3. This extends the results of
Carrez et al. (2006), where only c-lines were calculated along the
1=2h110i direction. However, it is confirmed that the lowest energy
paths are found along the 1=2h110i direction, corresponding to the
Burgers vectorwithin the three potential slip planes. One can clearly
observe in Fig. 3d that the energy excess of both c-lines in the Burg-
ers vector direction of the f110g and f111g planes are comparable
and significantly smaller than those in the f001g plane. All c-lines
exhibit a camel hump shape due to the existence of a metastable
energyminimum. This forecasts the dissociation of the Burgers vec-
tor into two equivalent partials separated by a stacking fault.
The c-surfaces have been used as input for the PNG calculations
of the dislocation structures. Simulation cells are based on a nodal
mesh constructed around the dislocation line which relies on the
crystal structure by the introduction of families of planes corre-
sponding to the potential glide planes. The following planes
ð110Þ; ð001Þ; ð111Þ; ð11 1Þ are considered for 1=2h110i Burgersvector. A multiplicity of all planes have been used in the model
to reproduce the periodic variation of the dislocation core energy
with respect to the crystal structure of ringwoodite (Denoual,
2007), as can be seen in Fig. 1. The simulation cells contain at least
20 unit cells of Mg2SiO4 ringwoodite with a node density of 16
nodes per Burgers vector. An increase in node density did not fur-
ther affect the simulation results. To model screw dislocations, a
perfect Volterra dislocation is introduced in the center of the sim-
ulation box in such a way that it is allowed to spread into all pos-
sible families of planes. After relaxation, we find them to spread
preferentially into the f110g and f111g planes. The resulting dis-
location core structures of the 1=2h110if110g and
1=2h110if111g screw dislocations therefore are shown in Fig. 4
by the disregistry and its derivative, the Burgers vector density.
This clearly shows the collinear dissociation into two partials
according to the Burgers vector reaction 1=2h110i ¼
1=4h110i þ 1=4h110i. A similar approach is used to calculate the
structure of the edge dislocations except the fact that they are con-
fined to their plane of introduction as a consequence of the edge
character. Properties of all structures are shown in Tables 1 and
2 for the 1=2h110i screw and edge dislocations respectively. It is
worth to mention that the equilibrium stacking fault width d
(see Fig. 2) between the partials is always found to be equal to
an integer multiple of the lattice periodicity a0. This means that
both partials occupy the minimum energy configuration in the
crystal system under equilibrium conditions, so that both partials
are well placed into the wells of the Peierls potential.
The Peierls potentials are derived according to Eq. (1). Peierls
stresses were evaluated by the maximum derivative of the Peierls
potentials. Tables 1 and 2 give the Peierls stresses resulting from all
dislocation structures. One can observe that the Peierls stresses for
the egde dislocations are much lower than those for the screw dis-
locations. As the edge characters exhibit lower lattice friction, the
mobility of the 1=2h110i screw dislocation gliding in the preferen-
tial f110g and f111g slip planes will account for most of the plas-
tic strain produced during deformation since the amount
contributed by the faster edge segments is negligible. Peierls
potentials associated to the most important 1=2h110if110g and
1=2h110if111g screw dislocations are shown in Fig. 5. Both slip
systems have a value of sp=l  5 102. This is relatively large
and indicates high Peierls potentials. For comparison at similar
high pressure conditions, sp=l  1 102 in bcc Ta (Yang et al.,
2001) and sp=l  1 103 in MgO (Amodeo et al., 2011) with
respect to the easiest slip systems.3.1. Thermal activation of glide: Kink-pair nucleation
Calculations of the critical kink-pair enthalpies are parametrized
by the dislocation core structures (Fig. 4), the Peierls potentials
Fig. 3. c-Surfaces provided by first principles based density functional theory calculations (DFT) for the following planes: (a) f001g plane, (b) f110g plane and (c) f111g
plane. (d) Shows the c-lines in the 1=2h110i Burgers vector direction for the f001g; f110g and f111g planes. The metastable energy minima are equal to the equilibrium
stacking fault energies of the respective slip systems.
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1=2h110if110g and 1=2h110if111g screw dislocations as calcu-
lated above. As the kink-pair model is based on linear elasticity,
the shear modulus l and Poisson ratio m at 20 GPa have been
deduced from the dislocation character dependent anisotropic elas-
tic parameter KðhÞ. This is derivedwithin the frame of the Stroh the-
ory using the DisDi software (Douin, 1987), where Kð0Þ ¼ l and
Kð90Þ ¼ l=ð1 mÞ for screw and edge type dislocation segments
respectively (see Tables 1 and 2).
Simultaneous nucleation of a kink-pair on both partials is an ele-
mentary process which can be described by a single critical activa-
tion enthalpy DHcritc (Fig. 6). However, two independent
uncorrelatednucleation processes can be distinguished (see supple-
mentary section). Theprocesswhere the leadingpartial first starts to
move outwards, described by DHcritu;l1 ,
2 followed by the inwardmigra-
tion of the trailing partial, given by DHcritu;t2 , is found to be entirely
governed by the first nucleation step: DHcritu;t2  DH
crit
u;l1
	 DHcritc . This
uncorrelated nucleation process is therefore equivalent to correlated
nucleation since the first nucleation step governs the critical enthalpy
change of the whole process and displays a similar critical enthalpy
evolution as correlated nucleation. For the seconduncorrelated nucle-
ation processes, the first step is described by DHcritu;t1 of the inward
migration of the trailing partial followed by the outward motion of
the leading partial described byDHcritu;l2 and ismuch larger than the first
step:DHcritu;t1  DH
crit
u;l2
(see Fig. 6). Therefore, the rate of kink-pair nucle-
ation will be mainly controlled by the outward motion of the leading
partial. Hence, uncorrelated nucleation of kink-pairs is therefore2 The subscripts ‘‘l” and ‘‘t” are used to refer to the outward motion of leading
partial and the inward motion of the trailing partial respectively as a consequence of
uncorrelated kink-pair nucleation. The subscripts ‘‘1” and ‘‘2” refer to the first and
second unit step respectively of a full uncorrelated nucleation process.essentially determined by DHcritu;l2 to which we will simply refer from
now on as DHcritu . This means that both correlated and uncorrelated
kink-pair nucleation can be described by the single critical activation
enthalpies DHcritc and DH
crit
u respectively. Results of the critical nucle-
ation enthalpies as a function of stress for both correlated (DHcritc )
and uncorrelated kink-pair nucleation (DHcritu;t1 ; DH
crit
u;l2
) are presented
in Fig. 6.
Because the elastic interaction model is restricted to the low
and intermediate stress regime as mentioned by Caillard and
Martin (2003), the critical nucleation enthalpy can be extrapolated
up to the Peierls stress based on the classical formalism of Kocks
et al. (1975):
DHcrit sð Þ ¼ DH0 1 seff =sp
 p 	q ð5Þ
where seff is the effective resolved shear stress. For correlated
nucleation seff ¼ s and for uncorrelated nucleation seff ¼ s sc ,
with sc equal to the critical stress above which uncorrelated nucle-
ation is able to occur (Table 4). DH0 is equal to DH
crit
c s ¼ 0ð Þ and
DHcritu s ¼ scð Þ for the correlated and uncorrelated nucleation mech-
anisms respectively. The saddle point energies DHcrit (calculated at
low stress) are used to fit the empirical parameters p and q. Fitting
of the saddle point energies can be seen in Fig. 6 as dashed lines.
Tables 3 and 4 show the parameterizations related to the two slip
systems considered.3.2. Dislocation mobility
Below the athermal temperature, dislocation motion is the
result of the interaction between dislocations and the crystal lat-
tice. The glide motion of a dissociated dislocation segment of
length L under the influence of lattice friction is assumed to occur
ab
Fig. 4. Results of the PNG calculations in form of the disregistry (red continuous
line) and its derivative, the local density of the Burgers vectors (green dotted line) of
the 1=2h110i screw dislocation spreading into: (a) f110g plane and (b) f111g
plane. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 1
Core structures of the 1=2h110i screw dislocations for a given periodicity a0 of the
Peierls potential. KðhÞ is equal to the anisotropic elastic parameter, n corresponds to
the width of each partial, d is equal to the equilibrium stacking fault width taken as
the distance between the partials comparable to an integer multiple of one lattice
periodicity a0 and sp corresponds to the Peierls stress.
Dislocation K(h ¼ 0)
(GPa)
a0 (Å) n (Å) d (Å) sp (GPa)
1=2h110if001g 135 a
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
/4 	 2.786 1.7 4.6 25
1=2h110if110g 135 a=2 	 3.940 2.9 8.5 7
1=2h110if111g 135 a
ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p
/4 	 4.825 3.8 10 9
Table 2
Core structures for the 1=2h110i edge dislocations. All parameters are defined as in
Table 1.
Dislocation K(h ¼ 90)
(GPa)
a0 (Å) n (Å) d (Å) sp (GPa)
1=2h110if001g 189 1.8 5.4 11
1=2h110if110g 185 a
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
/4 	 2.786 4.5 12 1
1=2h110if111g 187 5.5 14 2.5
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resolved shear stress. The motion of a dissociated dislocation over
an elementary lattice period a0 is characterized by the nucleation of
a kink-pair on both partials. Therefore, the dislocation mobility
depends on the waiting time for a complete nucleation process
to occur, i.e. on the rate of the governing kink-pair nucleation pro-
cess. The dislocation mobility (Dorn and Rajnak, 1964; Guyot and
Dorn, 1967; Möller, 1978) related to this can described as:
v s; Tð Þ ¼ a
0
t
¼ a0J ð6Þ
where t is equal to the waiting time of the complete dislocation to
move a unit distance a0 (Peierls periodicity). J describes the kink-
pair nucleation rate given by:J ¼ m0 bpwcritðsÞ
L
cibp
exp DH
crit sð Þ
kb T
 !
ð7Þ
where bp is the modulus of the Burgers vector of the partial disloca-
tions equal to b=2. The nucleation rate J (Eq. (7)) is composed out of
three terms: exp DHcrit sð Þ=kbT
 	
is equal to the probability distri-
bution of kink-pair formation, m0bp=wcrit is the jump frequency with
which the partials attack the energy barrier, with m0 equal to the
Debye frequency (taken to be 5 1013 s1 for ringwoodite at
20 GPa), and L=ci bp being the number of points at which nucleation
might occur on the partial lines. For correlated nucleation
ci ¼ cc ¼ 2 (number of nucleation points: L=b), whereas for uncorre-
lated nucleation ci ¼ cu ¼ 1 (number of nucleation points: L=bp). We
see that the number of potential nucleation sites is smaller for cor-
related than for uncorrelated kink-pair nucleation since only the
resonance modes of the complete dislocation allow the coherent
nucleation of kink-pairs on both partials (Takeuchi, 1995). The aver-
age length of the dislocation lines is given by L ¼ 1= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃqmp . Here, qm
corresponds to the dislocation density, taken to be 1012 m2 under
experimental and 108 m2 for mantle conditions. The critical nucle-
ation width wcritðsÞ is found by the saddle point of the enthalpy
variation for kink-pair formation as a function of the resolved shear
stress. Results for the critical kink-pair geometry relative to DHcritc
and DHcritu for glide in f110g and f111g of the rate controlling
1=2h110i screw dislocations are shown in the supplementary sec-
tion. The critical width wcritðsÞ associated to these slip systems for
the different nucleation processes converge rapidly to values of
about 5bp  10bp. These small values for wcritðsÞ are expected for
slip systems with large Peierls stresses as discussed by Philibert
(1979). The pre-exponential factor in Eq. (7) may also to some
extent depend on temperature, but this is negligible with respect
to the exponential term.
The dislocation mobility for s 6 sc can therefore be described
by:
vc s; Tð Þ ¼ a0Jc DHcritc
 	
ð8Þ
and for sP sc following Möller (1978), by:
vcþu s; Tð Þ ¼ 12 a
0 Jc DH
crit
c
 	
þ Ju DHcritu
 	h i
ð9Þ
Dislocation velocity profiles as a function of the resolved shear
stress for both 1=2h110if110g and 1=2h110if111g screw disloca-
tions using a dislocation density of qm ¼ 1012 m2 are shown in
Fig. 7. At T = 1800 K (Fig. 7a), the velocity difference between both
slip systems remains fairly constant at low and intermediate stres-
ses and decreases for high values approaching the Peierls stress sp.
The critical stress sc below which only correlated kink-pair nucle-
ation can occur is equal to 2.5 GPa for both screw dislocations
(Table 4). Typical laboratory strain rates of _ ¼ 105 s1 correspond
to dislocation velocities of v ¼ 2 108 m/s. The stresses associ-
ated with these velocities are in the order of 1 GPa. In contrast,
the dislocation velocity related to mantle strain rates of
Fig. 5. Peierls potentials calculated using the PN model based on the dislocation
structures for the 1=2h110i screw dislocations in the f110g and f111g planes
respectively. The potentials give a pure mechanical measure of the lattice friction of
both slip systems which will serve as an input to calculate the thermally activated
mobility of the 1=2h110i screw dislocations.
Fig. 6. Evolution of the critical kink-pair nucleation enthalpy as a function of the
resolved shear stress (normalized by the Peierls stress) for the 1=2h110i screw
dislocation gliding in the (a) f110g plane and (b) f111g plane. Results are shown
for correlated nucleation and both elementary steps of the uncorrelated nucleation
process. It can be seen that the critical enthalpy related to step 2 of the uncorrelated
nucleation of kink-pairs will govern this process since the corresponding mobility is
described by an Arrhenius type of law.
Table 3
Key features and parameterization related to the glide as a result of correlated kink-
pair nucleation of the governing screw dislocations. DH0 is the critical nucleation
enthalpy at zero stress, a0 is the periodicity of the Peierls potential, sp corresponds to
the Peierls stress and p and q are together with DH0 the empirical fitting parameters
of Eq. (5).
Dislocation sp (GPa) DH0 (eV) p q
1=2h110if110g 7 10.7 0.5 1.2
1=2h110if111g 9 13.2 0.5 1.1
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stresses 500 MPa. At room temperature, the dislocation velocity
profiles for the same screw dislocations are shown in Fig. 7b. To
obtain physically relevant dislocation velocities, glide only takes
place in the high stress regime where uncorrelated nucleation of
kink-pairs govern the dislocation mobility. The overall trend of
the velocity profile with stress at room temperature is comparableto the results at 1800 K. Stresses of about 5 GPa are required to
obtain dislocation velocities corresponding to typical laboratory
strain rates at room temperature. Finally, one can observe that
the dislocation velocities at the Peierls stress for each individual
dislocation are strictly independent of temperature since this
stress corresponds to the resolved shear stress required to move
an infinite dislocation at the absolute zero.4. Discussion
4.1. General discussion
In 2006, Carrez et al. already modeled the core structures of dis-
locations in ringwoodite using the Peierls–Nabarro model. Here,
this question is revisited using more elaborate models. The full c-
surfaces are calculated in this work and are incorporated into a
generalized Peierls–Nabarro model (PNG) which does not rely
upon strong a priori assumptions (e.g. planar core, collinear disso-
ciation). However, the dislocation core structures calculated in this
study are found to be in relatively good agreement with results
previously obtained by Carrez et al. (2006). In both studies, all
screw dislocations exhibit narrower core structures with respect
to the edge dislocations. Nevertheless, all core structures here are
found to be slightly more confined, so that the stacking fault
widths, measured as the distance between the center of both par-
tials in the spreading direction, are integer multiples of the accord-
ing Peierls periodicities. All Peierls stresses obtained in this study
are comparable, though slightly smaller than those obtained by
Carrez et al. (2006). The only difference is that we show here that
the 1=4h110if111g partial screw dislocations exhibit minor edge
components of 9% of the 1=2h110i Burgers vector (see supplemen-
tary section). However, this deviation from collinear dissociation is
small and is neglected throughout the calculations of the
dislocation mobility. So formally, we will assume the Burgers
vector reaction for the 1=2h110if111g screw dislocation to be
1=2h110i ¼ 1=4h110i þ 1=4h110i.
In the second part of the work, dislocation mobilities for single
slip systems are calculated. Dislocation velocities are obtained by
using an elastic interaction model (Koizumi et al., 1993), based on
the thermal activation of glide as a result of kink-pair nucleation.
This model has been adapted for collinear dissociated dislocations
as they exist in ringwoodite. The results show that correlated nucle-
ation of kink-pairs which coincide along both partials is possible at
every stress, whereas uncorrelated nucleation is only possible and
becomes more favorable than correlated nucleation at sP sc , due
to the lower critical nucleation enthalpy. This is in agreement to
what has been found on the mobility of collinearly dissociated dis-
locations in several intermetallic compounds and semiconducting
crystals as silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge) by Möller (1978) and
Takeuchi (1995). This implies that dislocation glide operating by
the Peierls mechanism at low temperatures and high deviatoric
stress (in most cases, laboratory conditions), will be mainly gov-
erned by uncorrelated nucleation of kink-pairs. However, at high
temperatures and small deviatoric stresses (more likely to repre-
Table 4
Key features and parameterization related to the glide as a result of uncorrelated
kink-pair nucleation of the governing screw dislocations, where DH0 is the critical
nucleation enthalpy at s ¼ sc . The remaining parameters are defined as in Table 3.
Dislocation sp (GPa) sc (GPa) DH0 (eV) p q
1=2h110if110g 7 2.7 2.2 1.0 2.9
1=2h110if111g 9 2.4 3.6 1.0 2.9
a
b
Fig. 7. Glide velocity of the 1=2h110if110g and 1=2h110if111g screw dislocations
as a function of the resolved shear stress at: (a) 1800 K and (b) 300 K.
Fig. 8. Critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) versus temperature at a fixed strain rate
of _ ¼ 105 s1 for thermally activated glide of the 1=2h110if110g and
1=2h110if111g screw dislocations. The mobile dislocation density is taken to be
qm ¼ 1012 m2. The transition of correlated kink-pair nucleation towards both
uncorrelated and correlated nucleation occurs around sc 	 2:5 GPa. The experi-
mental effective flow stresses are divided by two to be converted into apparent
resolved shear stresses since deformation experiments were performed on poly-
crystalline samples.
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by correlated nucleation of kink-pairs on both partials.
Lattice friction is mostly important below the athermal temper-
ature where plastic flow is directly controlled by the mobility of
the dislocations. In this regime, the link between the atomic scale
processes that govern the individual behavior of dislocations and
the collective macroscopic behavior can be derived from Orowan’s
equation:
_ ¼ qm bv ð10Þ
where qm corresponds to the mobile dislocation density, b is the
modulus of the Burgers vector and v is the average dislocation
velocity. For any given constant strain rate _, the above set of equa-
tions (Eqs. (2), (5), (8)–(10)) can be solved for the temperature as
function of the critical resolved shear stress.
In order to compare the results of the above model with exper-
imental data available on deformation of ringwoodite at 20 GPa,
we calculated the CRSS over a broad temperature range for typical
laboratory strain rates of _ ¼ 105 s1. The mobile dislocation den-
sity is set to qm ¼ 1012 m2. Fig. 8 shows the results for the slip of
the 1=2h110if110g and 1=2h110if111g screw dislocations. The
transition from the solid to the thin lines at 2500 K marks the onsetto melting for ringwoodite at 20 GPa. This demonstrates that dislo-
cation glide in ringwoodite at laboratory strain rates always oper-
ates in the thermally-activated regime, since the athermal
temperature would be higher than the melting temperature. Slip
of the 1=2h110if110g screw dislocations is comparable, yet
slightly softer than slip of the 1=2h110if111g screw dislocations.
Fig. 8 shows a remarkable agreement between our theoretical pre-
dictions and the experimental data available. It is worth to men-
tion that the deformation experiments used from Meade and
Jeanloz (1990), Kavner and Duffy (2001), Nishiyama et al. (2005),
Hustoft et al. (2013) and Miyagi et al. (2014) were performed on
polycrystalline ringwoodite samples. The raw resulting experi-
mental data therefore display the temperature dependence on
the effective flow stress rather than on the CRSS related to single
slip systems that we calculate. Only a fraction of the effective flow
stress is resolved in the direction of dislocation motion within each
single slip plane. The experimental data are therefore divided by
two (corresponding to the maximum of the Schmidt factor) in
order to be compared with our resolved shear stresses in Fig. 8.
The latter assumption may be too simple as more deformation
mechanism may be involved in the experiments and effects of
impurities and hardening as a result of texture formation has not
been taken into account in our model. However, we are able to well
reproduce the evolution of the CRSS as a function of T compared to
the available experimental data in terms of dislocation activity.
This agreement validates our numerical model.
4.2. Deformation under transition zone conditions
Following the same approach as above, we are able to predict
the CRSS as a function of T for typical mantle strain rates of
_ ¼ 1016 s1. Ringwoodite is stable in the lower half of the transi-
tion zone at a pressure around 20 GPa corresponding to a temper-
ature of  1800 K. The mobile dislocation density is taken to be
qm ¼ 108 m2 to adjust to the low stress regime of the Earth’s
mantle. The results are shown in Fig. 9. One can observe that the
minimum CRSS’s are in the order of 100 MPa for the easiest slip
system (1=2h110if110g screw) up to over 500 MPa for the most
difficult slip system (1=2h110if111g screw) at 1800 K. The results
show that dislocation glide in ringwoodite under mantle condi-
tions operates in the thermally activated regime (where CRSS is a
function of T), although near the boundary to the athermal regime
Fig. 9. Critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) versus temperature at a fixed strain rate
of _ ¼ 1016 s1 for thermally activated glide of the 1=2h110if110g and
1=2h110if111g screw dislocations. The dislocation density is taken to be
qm ¼ 108 m2. The shaded area depicts the stability field of ringwoodite in the
lower transition zone at 20 GPa.
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dislocation mobility. However, the athermal temperature is a func-
tion of the applied strain rate and the mobile dislocation density.
Smaller strain rates and larger mobile dislocation densities would
shift the athermal temperature to lower values and vice versa.
We want to mention that the CRSS for both slip systems at the
appropriate mantle conditions are significantly lower than the crit-
ical stress sc , which means that the glide mobility is the result of
correlated kink-pair nucleation under the relatively low stress
and high T conditions in the Earth’s mantle.
Dislocation modeling shows that intrinsic lattice friction mea-
sured by the Peierls stress is lower for 1=2h110if110g than for
the 1=2h110if111g screw dislocations. From our study, it follows
that temperature and strain rate do not change this hierarchy since
glide of the 1=2h110if110g screw dislocations remain easier in the
whole range of conditions considered here. This is in contrast with
some experimental studies which emphasize the dominance of
1=2h110if111g slip (Wenk et al., 2005; Miyagi et al., 2014). How-
ever, this conclusion is drawn from crystal preferred orientation
measurements and viscoplastic self-consistent modeling (VPSC).
As already noted by Carrez et al., 2006 and Miyagi et al., 2014, this
may be due to the fact that 1=2h110if111g has more symmetrical
variants than the 1=2h110if110g slip system and might therefore
play an important role in the deformation despite its slightly more
difficult slip.
The constitutive relations shown in Fig. 9 are used to calculate
viscosities associated to single slip in ringwoodite by
g ¼ CRSSðT ¼ 1800 KÞ
2 _
ð11Þ
A viscosity of 8 1023 Pa s and 5 1024 Pa swith respect to glide
can be attributed to the 1=2h110if110g and 1=2h110if111g screw
dislocations, respectively. A viscosity in the order of 1024 Pa s corre-
sponding to dislocation glide in ringwoodite is high compared to
the orders of magnitude expected (1021  1022 Pa s) from global
joint inversion (e.g. Mitrovica and Forte, 2004). However, it has to
be taken into account that only dislocation glide is assessed in
our model. Deformation by pure dislocation glide would tend to
result in a high viscosity layer at the bottom of the transition zone.
It results in a minimal viscosity difference of about two orders of
magnitude larger then what is expected from global joint inversion.
This suggests that in the transition zone, other deformation mech-
anisms than pure dislocation glide are likely to be involved into thedeformation of ringwoodite. Not even discussing the possible
effects of water weakening and local grain size reduction as a result
of phase transformations, which can enhance diffusion mecha-
nisms. This interplay may explain why locally some low viscosity
values are reported whereas at other places slabs seem to stagnate
in the transition zone.
5. Conclusions
Dislocation glide in ringwoodite at 20 GPa has been modeled at
finite temperatures. It relies on the properties of the governing
1=2h110if110g and 1=2h110if111g screw dislocations. Our cal-
culations are based on the semi-continuum PNG method which
is parametrized by ab initio atomic-scale DFT calculations of c-
surfaces of the f001g; f110g and f111g planes. This gives access
to the Peierls potentials dependent on the structure of the disloca-
tions for which the 1=2h110i Burgers vector appears to be dissoci-
ated into two collinear partials. Thermally-activated motion of
kink-pairs on the partial dislocations is modeled by using the for-
mer results. The intrinsic parameters of the thermal activation
model are used to derive a mobility law for the rate controlling
1=4h110i partial screw dislocations gliding in the f110g and
f111g planes. Deformation of ringwoodite is finally described by
the activation of single slip as the response of the CRSS to a con-
stant applied strain rate at the grain scale. Results for typical labo-
ratory strain rates of _ ¼ 105 s1 were found to be in good
agreement with available experimental data on deformation of
ringwoodite. This indirect validation shows that the model cap-
tures the essential characteristics of glide motion of the rate con-
trolling dislocations in ringwoodite. To this end, we were able to
calculate the CRSS as a function of T for typical mantle strain rates
of _ ¼ 1016 s1, without any further assumptions. Even at those
low strain rates, lattice friction is not negligible and the sole contri-
bution of dislocation glide in ringwoodite would result in a high-
viscosity layer under conditions of the lower transition zone.
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